Study the Effects of Oral Administration of Silymarin in Preventing Consequences of Ethanol on Liver during Pregnancy
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Abstract

\textbf{Background}: Alcoholic mothers who consume ethanol give birth to infants with high percentage of hepatic diseases. Alcohol can cause cellular damage in different tissues, including liver. Finding a drug which is effective and efficient in reducing ethanol misuse consequences during pregnancy can assist the decrease of harmful effects of this habit.

\textbf{Objective}: This research aims to study the effects of oral administration of silymarin in preventing consequences of ethanol on liver during pregnancy.

\textbf{Methods}: 45 female rats were randomly divided into 3 groups, each including 15 ones. After the first day of pregnancy, the study was performed as follows. The first group was given distilled water. The second group received ethanol equivalent to 35% of the total required calorie. Furthermore, the third group received the same amount of ethanol plus 200 mg/kg silymarin. At day 21, biopsy of liver tissue of the born infants was carried out for light microscopy studies.

\textbf{Results}: Findings of the present study indicate that, in the group which received ethanol, this extract can have a considerable effect on decreasing the hepatic cellular death as well as reducing hepatic hyperemia.

\textbf{Conclusion}: Oral consumption of silymarin extract can reduce the damage and inflammation in liver tissue of infants born from alcoholic mothers.
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Introduction

Alcoholism has assigned the tenth rank of diseases prevalence in Europe [1]. Pregnancy period is one of the most significant and critical periods in a mother’s life and the infant to be born. Many mothers who drink alcohol are not aware of consequences of this habit, including hepatic fibrosis and cirrhosis of alcoholic origin, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), and intensification of pregnancy celestas [2,3], on themselves and their fetus during pregnancy. Furthermore, not giving information concerning this habit to specialist or hygienic centers before and during pregnancy, due to cultural and social issues or lack of access to facilities, leads to increase of risks caused by alcohol consumption during pregnancy. In this regard, finding an effective drug for decreasing ethanol misuse effects, which can be used reliably during pregnancy even without specialist’s prescription and be at the same time inexpensive and available, helps to decrease hygienic, therapeutic, social, and economical problems caused by this habit in societies with different cultures. Additionally, specialists can mention the properties of such compounds in pre-pregnancy consultations. One of the organs with most vulnerability against ethanol consumption is liver. In addition, during pregnancy period even in normal conditions liver is vulnerable due to biochemical and physiological changes [4]; so if this organ is damaged during pregnancy period, health of both mother and fetus will be endangered. Acute or chronic hepatic toxicity caused by alcohol is mainly resulted from production of free radicals [5, 6]. On the other hand, antioxidant [6] and liver protection properties of silymarin against ethanol misuse effects are established and its use during pregnancy period has no risk for mother and fetus [7, 8]. Also, silymarin is capable of passing placenta and can prevent weight loss of fetus caused by drinking alcohol during pregnancy [9]. Hence in this study we have investigated on animal’s model the effect of silymarin on reducing hepatic damage caused by ethanol consumption during pregnancy period.

Materials and Methods

For this study, 45 female rats were purchased from Pasteur Institute, Iran, with almost the same age and weight of 140-160 g [10]. They were randomly divided into 3 groups each including 15 ones, and each 3 rats were put in a cage. To be adopted with the new environment, cages were put for 14 days in the same environmental (22-26°C, relative humidity of 40-60%, and 12 / 12 h light-cycle) and nutrition conditions [10 - 16]. After this period, sibling male rat was kept in the same cage with female rats. After observation of vaginal plug in female rats, the male rat was taken out from the cage and it was considered as embryonic day 0 (E0). This day was the beginning of study on groups as follows. Every day at one time, the first group as control received distilled water by gavages. The second group daily received ethanol (Merck) by gavages equivalent to 35% of their total required calorie. Finally, the third group daily received ethanol (Merck) equivalent to 35% of their total required calorie as well as 200 mg/kg silymarin (Darupakhsh Company). In order to assure that they have received the total prescribed silymarin dose, initially the pallets containing silymarin were made available to rats and after its consumption, their normal ration was given to them [17]. To evaluate the hepatic damages in each group, biopsy of infants’ liver tissue was performed at day 21 of pregnancy [18].
Tissue Preparation Steps for Light Microscopy Study

At day 21 of pregnancy, samples of infants’ liver tissue were fixed in formalin 10% buffer solution and after preparation of slices with thickness of 5 µm; they were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. To prepare images, ASA 400 Kodak Ultra film and light microscope (model: Olympus/ 3H – Z, Japan) were used [10].

Results

The created damages lead to hyperemia of hepatic lobule veins, increase of dilative cells around liver sinusoids, hyperemia of hepatic tissue, stretch of disse space, and death of hepatic cells in all groups which received alcohol (Photomicrograph A). Consumption of the extract had no positive effect on decrease of hyperemia and stretch of disse space in liver tissues of the animals born from alcoholic mothers (Photomicrographs B and C).

Photomicrograph A - Liver tissue, disse space, and normal hepatic cells (arrow) in control group which received distilled water; X160 (H&E)
Photomicrographs B and C- Degeneration of liver tissue, replacement of lipid tissue, and death of hepatic cells (arrow) in the group which received alcohol; X160 (H&E)
Hystopathological …

Discussion

By regulating blood sugar through glycogenesis and glycogenolysis, liver plays a significant role in metabolism of carbohydrates, such that by disturbance in liver’s function the Glucose metabolic homeostasis is disturbed [2, 3]. Hepatic damages and diseases include interference in metabolism of lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins, and result in an increase in risk of vascular diseases [3]. Increase of oxidative stress and change in dose of antioxidants plays an essential role in pathogenesis of hepatic diseases [4-6]. In the absence of efficient chemical drugs, medicinal herbs have an important position [12] since they cause less side-effects especially during pregnancy besides being available and inexpensive. Studies have indicated that damages to liver tissue and programmed death are caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS). As an antioxidant factor, flavonoids are found in foods such as fruits, vegetables, tea, and black grapes [20].

Drinking alcohol is among causes of hepatic failure [21]. Alcoholic liver disease which is among the problems for general health [22] is the result of long-term alcohol consumption in great amounts and is accompanied by changes in liver enzymes such as AST, ALT, and ALP, as well as Bilirubin, protein, albumin, and triglyceride [23]. On the other hand, pregnancy period is one of the most significant and critical periods in the lives of both mother and fetus. Ethanol consumption during pregnancy intensifies hepatic diseases [2]. Considering the harmfulness of alcohol consumption and its resultant hepatic diseases, high costs imposed to society by such diseases, and the point that some alcohol drinkers insist on their alcohol consumption even during pregnancy, it is of high significance to find a drug for prevention, treatment, or decreasing the resulting damages [26]. Silymarin is a flavonoid derived from milk thistle [23] which has been used for treatment of different types of hepatic diseases [24] including the one caused by alcohol [17, 25]. Silymarin has no serious negative effect for fetus and mother during pregnancy [7]. Silymarin is also well tolerated at high doses by pregnant mother. For instance, it has been used by mothers suffering from intrahepatic cholestasis with a dose of 560 mg/day for 16 days and no toxicity has been reported for mother and fetus [27]. In spite of its ability to pass placenta [9], silymarin has no toxic effect on fetus [8] and can prevent weight loss of fetus caused by alcohol consumption during pregnancy period [9]. Considering the significance of liver’s health during pregnancy as well as the raised risk for this organ in mother who drink alcohol, in the present study the effect of silymarin was therefore evaluated on the consequences of alcohol consumption in liver during pregnancy on rat.

In this research, the goal was to study the effects of silymarin on consequences caused by ethanol consumption during pregnancy period on born infants. Hence, study was initiated immediately after end of pregnancy, and considering the day 21st of pregnancy in rats to be the day infants are born, damage to infant’s liver was determined at this day. Alcohol consumption is one of the reasons of liver failure. Alcoholic liver disease is caused by long-term alcohol consumption in great amounts. This disease includes alcoholic fatty liver, alcoholic hepatitis, and hepatic cirrhosis which has remained among problems of general health. Studies show that short-term and long-term alcohol consumption lead to a change in status of oxidation and reduction, damage to mitochondria, membrane damage, hypoxia caused by ethanol, increase in level of
endotoxin, and activation of Kupfer cells. Chronic use of cassia in human has been reported to cause clostatic hepatitis. Also, it has been reported that chronic use of medical herbs including cassia results in veno-occlusive hepatitis and clostatic hepatitis. Indeed, long-term alcohol consumption can lead to pathologic changes in liver, including causing alcoholic fatty liver. Accumulation of macrovesicular and triglyceride lipids in liver of wild-type Syrian mice observed after 4 weeks of alcohol consumption is evidence of this phenomenon. Studies have indicated that long-term alcohol consumption increases hepatitis which is characterized by infiltration of neutrophil cells (polymorphonuclear cells), enhancement of the hepatic keratin chemo- attractant, and increase in level of monocyte protein-1 chemo-attractant, which is in accordance with the present research. Furthermore, apoptosis of hepatic cells has been observed in alcoholic liver disease both in clinical and experimental studies. There have been reports stating that long-term alcohol consumption causes inflammation. This phenomenon results in more serious damages called hepatic fibrosis and cirrhosis. Employing neutrophil and activation of Kupfer cells is an intermediate for observation of inflammatory response, which is in agreement with our study (Photomicrographs B and C). Another issue to be noted is that most drugs must be administered in a long-term manner in order for their useful effects to be reached; the present study nonetheless indicated that protective effects of silymarin appear from the first day of its use. This is of much importance in alcohol’s effect on fetus, since many mothers are unaware of their pregnancy during the initial weeks of their pregnancy; so if the appearance of drug’s therapeutic effects requires long time, useful effects of drug will not be expressed at initial months of pregnancy which are very critical for growth and development of fetus [32 - 37]. According to obtained results, better results can be reached using higher doses of silymarin which have been proved to have no risk for mother and fetus. Also in further experiments the minimum effective dose can be studied for maximum protective effect, as well as the maximum dose which has no risk for mother and fetus. Despite the acquired results, due to fetus sensitivity and serious effects of drugs on physical and behavioral development of children in future, further in-depth studies on all organs and prospective studies on born infants are necessary to confirm that this drug has no risk for pregnancy.
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